Tobi Shinobi (@tobishinobi), is an award
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winning photographer and
videographer best known for his work
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on social media. With a focus on

Learn more at alphauniverse.com

gritty streets and an appreciation for

@sonyalpha

symmetry, finding beauty in the often
stunning architecture, he has developed
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his own style of street photography.
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Inside London House, if you head to the top floor
you can get a classic view of the Chicago River.
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So many great angles to try here.
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Head into the car park on Clark to around the 7th
floor and use a 16-25mm GM for great shots!

Open on weekdays with fantastic
shots throughout.

Easy spot and a few different shots available.

You cannot walk Chicago and not go to Cloud
Gate, more affectionately called “The Bean.”
Hard to get a bad shot.
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There are many angles that you can shoot this
from and wide angle lens is best.

We want to see your shots! Share them with us and tag @sonyalpha and #sonyphotowalk
This map is provided as a suggestion. Ensure that the property is public property and that it is safe for your access and use. When you use the suggested map, you may find that actual conditions may be different, thus,
exercise your independent judgment and use the suggested map at your own risk. You are responsible at all times for your conduct and its consequences.

